
acmp Valhalla Performance Summary
0. HW

  All measurements were done on Intel i5-5300U, with 2.2GHz fixed frequency.

1. Substitutability performance
There will be a few words about substitutability performance. Right now substitutability check even for inline type with single primitive field works 
~300x slower than reference comparison:

IsCmpBranch.value       avgt   15  313.199 ±  4.801  ns/op

 The reason of that is the fact that not the whole MH invocation chain was inlined:

java.lang.invoke.ValueBootstrapMethods::isSubstitutable0 [address=0x7feac47d8010, size=2520, insts=928, 
compiler='c2', compile_kind='normal', count=6208, becount=1, iicount=11208]

 @ 43 java.lang.Object::getClass [count=7107, bytes=0] (intrinsic: _getClass)

.....
@ 1 java.lang.invoke.MethodHandleImpl::isCompileConstant [count=6986, bytes=2, insts=32] (intrinsic: 
_isCompileConstant)
 - @ 22 java.lang.invoke.MethodHandle::invokeBasic [count=7307, bytes=0] (inline failed: receiver not 
constant)

2. Acmp (references) performance 
It was implemented set of benchmark to stress reference comparison without presence of inline types. Just to check impact of -XX:
+EnableValhalla. Below -XX:-EnableValhalla results are marked as "baseline".

2.1 acmp itself

Due to small size of the operation, benchmarks perform set of comparisons and provide average cost of the single operation. Because of 
behavior of comparison is very sensitive to HW branch prediction, compared references have different percentage of equal elements (typically 
0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%). Two kinds of acmp behavior were tested, one is when reference comparison is used in condition (branching), the 
other is when comparison is used to get boolean result. The latter results are omitted from the current report (there were no interesting findings).

The key defficience for the current acmp implementation in Valhalla is the fact that it assumes 'invokedynamic' invocation (even on not taken 
branch), it leads to the fact that C2 is unable to unroll such loops. So we split results into isolated case (not in a loop) and inside loop. Valhalla 
results for isolated and looped case are the same, but baseline is differ.

Here is the table:

'acmp' cost (time in nanoseconds):

% of equal elements baseline isolated baseline in unrolled loop valhalla

0% 0.83 0.66 1.44

25% 1.21 0.94 1.56

50% 1.38 1.04 1.53

75% 1.21 0.92 1.27

100% 0.76 0.54 0.76

Here is the same table on chart:



I can make a conclusion that valhalla induced slowdown will be minimal (or even zero) for real use in isolated cases (or if loop has large enough 
body). But for small tight loops it may be an issue.

 2.2 Arrays.equals

2.2.1 Checking comparison of Object arrays, size==1000. Only the last elements are not 
equal.

baseline unrolled (default) 520 ns/op

baseline no unroll  610 ns/op

valhalla 830 ns/ns

~1/3 of slowdown is provided by absence of unroll. 
~2/3 by inefficient codegeneration. In valhalla there is unnecessary register spilling inside loop.

 2.2.2. Checking comparison of Integer arrays, size==1000. Only the last elements are not 
equal.

 Array of Integers can't contains value types. It was expected the same performance for baseline and valhalla. In reality:

baseline 620 ns/op

valhalla 940 ns/ns

The source of regression: In baseline 'Arrays.equals' was successfully inlined. In valhalla it was not inlined and all Object ref checks for value 
types has place. Inline of 'Arrays.equals' was stopped by significant increased size of generated code.

Baseline: 
- @ 2 java.util.Arrays::equals [count=6130, bytes=57, insts=352] (inlined: inline (hot))
- @ 41 java.util.Objects::equals [count=557803, bytes=23, insts=128] (inlined: inline (hot))



Valhalla:
- @ 2 java.util.Arrays::equals [count=6725, bytes=57, insts=1760] (inline failed: already compiled into a big method)

Due to presence if substitutability checks size of the method increased from 352 bytes to 1760 bytes.

Note 1: If force inline of 'Arrays.equals' for Integer[], the performance is the same as in baseline.

Note 2: There are significant performance regressions on some set of microbenchmarks cased by increased size and non-inline 
of some critical methods. At the same moment, total used code cache analysis on large benchmarks and apps didn't show 
increasing of code cache size more than 1.5%.

 2.3 Maps

Checking performance of HashMap, ConcurrentHashMap, IdentityHashMap.

2.3.1 get()

time in ns:

baseline valhalla % regression

IdentityHashMap 16.28 26.82 64.74%

HashMap 18.78 22.00 17.15%

ConcurrentHashMap 23.95 26.10 8.98%

The key reason of performance regression is non-inlined 'get'.

Baseline:
- @ 5 java.util.HashMap::get [count=98635, bytes=23, insts=800] (inlined: inline (hot))

Valhalla:
- @ 5 java.util.HashMap::get [count=36357, bytes=23, insts=1152] (inline failed: already compiled into a big method)

Additional cost if reference is value type takes second place.

2.3.1 containsKey()

time in ns:

baseline valhalla % regression

IdentityHashMap 15.05 24.52 62.92%

HashMap 17.43 20.61 18.24%

ConcurrentHashMap 22.94 25.15 9.63%

The same behavior as 'get'.

2.3.1 containsValue()

time in ns:

baseline valhalla % regression

IdentityHashMap 766 2401 213%

HashMap 2169 2393 10%

ConcurrentHashMap 4839 5120 5.8%

The key reason of performance regression is small tight loop with acmp.



Summary
Key performance regressions of acmp caused by:

absence of loop unroll
inefficient codegeneration
inline decisions changes

 Cost of "is it a value type" exists, but it hard to do precise measurement of it having all issues above. At the same moment it looks like that all 
issues are solvable. 
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